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Abstract
This article is a systematic review of evidence regarding the impact of different lighting conditions on the vision and quality
of life (QoL) of people with primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG). A systematic literature search was carried out using
CINAHL, MEDLINE, PsycARTICLES, PsycINFO, Embase, and Ovid Nursing Database for studies: published up to April
2019; including people diagnosed with POAG; and assessing visual function or QoL in response to changing lighting/
luminance levels or glare. Two researchers independently screened studies for eligibility. Data were extracted from eligible
studies regarding study design, participant characteristics, outcomes, and results. Quality of included studies was critically
appraised. Of 8437 studies, 56 eligible studies were included. Studies investigated the effects of lighting on the following
domains among people with POAG: QoL (18/56), psychophysical measures (16/56), functional vision (10/56), activities of
daily living (10/56), and qualitative findings (2/56). POAG negatively affects low-luminance contrast sensitivity, glare
symptoms, and dark adaptation time and extent. In vision-related QoL questionnaires, people with POAG report problems
with lighting, glare, and dark adaptation more frequently than any other domain. These problems worsen with progressing
visual field loss. Early-stage POAG patients experience significantly more difficulties in low-luminance or changing lighting
conditions than age-matched controls (AMCs), challenging perceptions of early-stage POAG as asymptomatic. However,
performance-based studies seldom show significant differences between POAG participants and AMCs on tasks simulating
daily activities under non-optimal lighting conditions. Further research with larger samples is required to optimise ambient
and task-oriented lighting that can support patients’ adaptation to POAG.

Introduction

Glaucoma refers to a heterogeneous group of diseases
which damage the optic nerve and visual field (VF).
Globally, glaucoma is the most frequent cause of

irreversible blindness, with an estimated age-standardised
prevalence of ~3.5% among people aged 40 or older [1].

Primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) comprises 74% of
all glaucoma cases [2]. By 2020, it is expected that POAG
will affect around 53 million people worldwide [3]. POAG is
a chronic, progressive disease which may not have obvious
symptoms until significant VF loss has occurred. It can
therefore remain undetected in up to half of cases; yet people
with POAG may maintain good visual outcomes with prompt
diagnosis and treatment [4]. Since the condition is often
asymptomatic in the early stages, it is important to under-
stand associated functional changes. This may in turn help
develop new methods to raise awareness of POAG’s impacts,
thus facilitating help-seeking and potential diagnosis [5].

This review will include studies that consider how
lighting levels affect people with glaucoma at the mild,
moderate, and advanced disease stages. This is of significant
clinical interest, as there is some evidence that early-stage
POAG, often considered asymptomatic, may cause issues in
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non-standard lighting conditions. For example, a recent
study suggests that differences in the vision of early-stage
glaucomatous patients compared with healthy controls may
be magnified in non-optimal luminance conditions [6]. This
systematic review therefore aims to draw together evidence
on how different light levels affect visual function and
vision-related quality of life (QoL) among people with
glaucoma, from psychophysical studies, patient-reported
outcome measures (PROMs) and performance-based tasks.
Vision-related QoL can be considered as “the degree to
which vision impacts an individual’s ability to complete
activities of daily living (ADL) and one’s social, emotional
and economic well-being” [7]. Table 1 provides a glossary
of key lighting terminology used here.

Methods

A search of the electronic databases CINAHL Complete,
MEDLINE Complete, PsycARTICLES, and PsycINFO (via
EBSCOhost) and Embase and Ovid Nursing Database (via
OVID) was undertaken. Keywords used related to (open
angle) glaucoma, and a group of terms relating to lighting,
brightness, darkness, glare, luminance, and photopic/
mesopic/scotopic conditions. For detailed search terms, see
Appendix 1. Prospective and retrospective citation tracking
was performed using Scopus and Google Scholar.

Studies considered eligible for inclusion were those that
involved people diagnosed with glaucoma, and were written
in English, French, or Spanish. Studies were required to
include at least some participants with chronic POAG. If
studies solely involved participants with other types of
glaucoma (e.g. angle-closure glaucoma or congenital glau-
coma), they were excluded. In addition, included studies
had to consider the impact of different general or task
lighting conditions on vision and vision-related QoL. For
example, because “photopic” was a keyword, many articles
were returned about the photopic negative response, a test
using the electroretinogram (ERG) which can detect retinal
ganglion cell dysfunction. Such articles were not included,
because this is a very specific clinical use of light that is
distinct from how photopic environmental conditions affect

people with POAG. Studies were also excluded if their main
interest related to colour, such as how specific wavelengths
or coloured light (e.g. blue light) may affect people with
open-angle glaucoma.

Review articles were excluded, as were studies where
only an abstract was published (e.g. conference proceed-
ings). However due to the heterogeneity of the phenomena
under investigation, and the pragmatic orientation of this
review, studies with only abstracts available are considered
in Appendix 4, Supplementary Table 4, to avoid omitting
potentially useful insights.

Two authors (JE and LJ) screened studies using Covi-
dence systematic review software (Veritas Health Innova-
tion Ltd, Melbourne, Australia; available at www.
covidence.org) to assess eligibility. In the case of dis-
agreements unresolved through discussion, a third author
(DJT) was consulted. Relevant information (e.g. publication
details, characteristics of participants, study design, out-
comes measured, study results, and conclusions) from eli-
gible papers was entered into a data extraction table.

Studies were assessed for quality using Kmet et al.
Standard Quality Assessment Criteria for Evaluating Pri-
mary Research Papers from a Variety of Fields [8]. This
quality appraisal tool was chosen because of the variety of
quantitative and qualitative studies which are relevant to the
review’s questions, spanning several research fields. Full
details of assessment criteria are shown in Table 2. This
review is registered with the International prospective reg-
ister of systematic reviews (PROSPERO; http://www.crd.
york.ac.uk/prospero/; Reference CRD42018118953).

Results

Searches were run on 1 April 2019 and yielded 21,009
results (to which ten further studies were added through
reference list searching). Of these, 12,582 were auto-
matically removed as duplicates. This left 8437 studies to
screen using title and abstract, of which 8125 were excluded
and 312 articles were assessed for full-text eligibility. Many
studies were excluded at the title and abstract screening
stage because they involved animals or concerned aspects

Table 1 Glossary of lighting-
specific terms

Term Definition

Glare A visual sensation caused by excessive brightness.

Disability glare Reduced vision caused by light scatter from a bright source.

Discomfort glare Sensation of discomfort or annoyance caused by bright light [83]

Luminance Intensity of light per unit area travelling in a certain direction [84]

Mesopic Mesopic conditions exist in the range between photopic and scotopic, and mesopic vision involves
both rods and cones.

Photopic Photopic conditions are well-lit (e.g. outside on a sunny day), and photopic vision involves cones,
facilitating colour perception.

Scotopic Scotopic conditions are low light conditions (e.g. outside at night under starlight). Scotopic vision
involves only rods, providing limited colour perception.
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of glaucoma unrelated to lighting. Ultimately, 56 full-text
studies were selected for inclusion. The study selection
process is shown in a PRISMA diagram in Fig. 1. Fifty-four
of the 56 studies (96%) were quantitative, and two (4%)
were qualitative.

Quality appraisal was conducted on 55 studies. One
study [9] could not be quality assessed as it dated from 1929
and was not presented in a format that allowed for com-
parison with other studies. The lowest score was 0.67 and
the highest was 1.00 (i.e. all responses to relevant questions
in the Kmet et al. criteria was Yes). Frequent issues in
quantitative studies were limited information about subject/
comparison group selection and limited description of
group characteristics (Fig. 2). Appendix 2, Supplementary
Table 1 and Supplementary Table 2 show quality appraisal
results for the 53 quantitative and 2 qualitative
studies respectively.

For full details of included studies, see the data extraction
table (Appendix 3, Supplementary Table 3). The subsequent
overview of study findings is organised according to main
outcome domain. Figure 3 shows the different domains of
the studies included in this review, the most frequent of
which was QoL (32% of studies), followed by psycho-
physical measures (29%). The vast majority of the included
studies were case-control (48%) and cross-sectional (41%)
studies.

Quality of life (QoL)

Eighteen studies (32%) explored how lighting conditions
affected QoL among people with glaucoma. Eleven of the
eighteen (61%) studies were cross-sectional while seven
(39%) were case-control studies. In total, 2354 participants

with glaucoma were involved in the 11 cross-sectional
studies. In the case-control studies, there were 708 partici-
pants with glaucoma and 539 control participants. All the
studies in this section explored QoL using PROMs,
including both novel questionnaires and ones extensively
developed, tested and validated for use [10].

Twelve of the 18 QoL studies explicitly excluded indivi-
duals with “visually significant”, “clinically significant”, or
“dense” cataracts. Five cross-sectional studies provided no
information about whether participants were excluded on the
basis of cataracts, while in one case-control study six of the
68 glaucoma cases also had cataracts [11]. The majority of
case-control studies controlled for age when analysing their

Table 2 Kmet et al. [8] quality assessment checklists

Quantitative studies Qualitative studies

1. Question/objective sufficiently described? 1. Question/objective sufficiently described?

2. Study design evident and appropriate? 2. Study design evident and appropriate?

3. Method of subject/comparison group selection or source of information/input variables
described and appropriate?

3. Context for the study clear?

4. Subject (and comparison group, if applicable) characteristics sufficiently described? 4. Connection to a theoretical framework/wider body of knowledge?

5. If interventional and random allocation was possible, was it described? 5. Sampling strategy described, relevant and justified?

6. If interventional and blinding of investigators was possible, was it reported? 6. Data collection methods clearly described and systematic?

7. If interventional and blinding of subjects was possible, was it reported? 7. Data analysis clearly described and systematic?

8. Outcome and (if applicable) exposure measure(s) well defined and robust to measurement/
misclassification bias? Means of assessment reported?

8. Use of verification procedure(s) to establish credibility?

9. Sample size appropriate? 9. Conclusions supported by the results?

10. Analytic methods described/justified and appropriate? 10. Reflexivity of the account?

11. Some estimate of variance is reported for the main results?

12. Controlled for confounding?

13. Results reported in sufficient detail?

14. Conclusions supported by the results?

For each question, the checklist authors provide guidance on study aspects which should be considered when making a decision. For example, on
Quantitative checklist Question 4 (Subject characteristics sufficiently described?), to score a Yes (2), the study in question must provide at least the
age and sex of control participants
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Fig. 1 PRISMA diagram showing study selection process
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main results, by matching groups by age and/or by adjusting
for the influence of age. However, in two studies with sig-
nificant differences between glaucomatous and control par-
ticipants [12, 13], the review authors could not establish
whether the specific lighting-relevant findings were adjusted
for age.

Novel questionnaires

Nelson et al.’s study of 63 glaucoma patients found sig-
nificant differences in adjusting to bright lighting (P= 0.02)
and disability glare (P= 0.02) when comparing participants
with mild/moderate glaucoma against those with advanced
glaucoma (severe binocular VF loss) [14]. There was also a
marginal, though non-significant difference in adaptation,

when transitioning from a bright to dark room or vice versa
(P= 0.055). In the authors’ questionnaire on visual dis-
ability when performing daily activities, the most com-
monly reported problems were glare (reported as a difficulty
by 70% of participants), and adaptation to different lighting
levels (reported by 54%).

The Glaucoma Symptom Scale was developed by Lee
et al. using data from 147 participants with glaucoma and
44 individuals without eye disease [15]. Of the glaucoma-
tous participants, 120 (82%) reported problems seeing in the
dark, vs. 14 (32%) in the control group. Fifty-eight (39%)
glaucomatous participants reported haloes around lights, vs.
six (14%) participants in the control group. Sixty-nine
(46%) glaucomatous participants had problems seeing in
daylight, vs. seven (16%) in the control group. There was a
significant difference in age between glaucomatous and
control participants (P < 0.01), though multivariate linear
regression adjusted for age still showed significant differ-
ences (P < 0.001) between groups on these questionnaire
items. The multivariate model also controlled for presence
of cataract, although there were few cataract cases and their
inclusion did not substantively affect overall scores, even
without correction.

A later study by Mogil et al. [16] adapted validated
questionnaires such as the National Eye Institute Visual
Function Questionnaire (NEI-VFQ) and Glaucoma Quality
of Life (GQL-15) to create a new questionnaire with five
domains: general eyesight, visual symptoms, activities,

Fig. 2 Quantitative study (N= 53) quality appraisal results

Fig. 3 Thematic domains considered in the included studies
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socioeconomic factors, and ocular symptoms. This was
administered to 152 glaucomatous participants, including
97 with POAG. In the visual symptom domain, difficulty
seeing in the dark was the second-most common concern
(reported by 21% of participants) and glare the third most
common (reported by 15%). However, a non-lighting-
specific concern, blurry vision, was the most common
visual symptom (32%). Difficulty “adjusting to changes in
light settings” was reported by 4% of participants.

Glaucoma quality of life (GQL-15)

The GQL-15 questionnaire was first compiled and tested by
Nelson et al. [17]. The authors found that glare disability, as
tested with the brightness acuity test, correlated moderately
with summary score on the GQL-15 (r=−0.41; P <
0.001). Furthermore, dark adaptation, as tested using the
Goldmann Weekers Dark Adaptometer, correlated moder-
ately with improved scores on the GQL-15 (r= 0.34, P=
0.007). Out of the psychophysical tests used by the authors,
only the correlation between GQL-15 summary score and
Pelli-Robson contrast sensitivity was stronger (r=−0.45;
P < 0.001). The authors suggest that of the four different
GQL-15 subscales (central and near vision; peripheral
vision; glare and dark adaptation; and outdoor mobility), the
glare and dark adaptation questions could best distinguish
between glaucoma severity group (mild, moderate or
severe). Glare and dark adaptation showed lower (worse)
scores than the other three subscales at each glaucoma
severity level. There were no significant differences in age
between groups, and results were adjusted for the influence
of small inter-group differences in age.

The GQL-15 was used to compare a group of 121 parti-
cipants with glaucoma (subdivided into mild, moderate and
severe) with 31 healthy controls [12]. There was no sig-
nificant difference in scores on the glare and dark adaptation
scale between participants with mild glaucoma and controls,
whereas the glaucoma participants were significantly more
compromised than controls on all the other three GQL-15
subscales (central and near vision, peripheral vision, and
outdoor mobility). Nonetheless, scores were consistently
higher/worse for controls and glaucoma participants at each
stage of severity on the glare and dark adaptation subscale
than for any other subscale. Controls were on average 7 years
younger than glaucoma participants (P < 0.001).

The finding that glare and dark adaptation emerges for
both glaucoma participants (at each disease stage) and age-
matched controls as the most problematic of the four GQL-15
subscales has been found in other studies, such as Onakoya
et al. [18]. In addition, when a Chinese version of the GQL-15
was administered to 508 glaucoma patients, the worst scores
(out of the four subscales) were reported for glare and dark
adaptation, closely followed by central and near vision [19].

In a Serbian translation of the GQL-15, the glare and dark
adaptation subscale showed the worst score, with no sig-
nificant difference between mild (N= 101) and moderate
(N= 38) glaucoma stages, but with advanced glaucoma (N=
38) participants showing significantly worse scores [20].
Another translation of the GQL-15 into Chinese found that
the most problematic activities related to lighting transitions
and dark adaptation. Across glaucoma severity, participants
had worst scores for the questionnaire items “adjusting to
bright lights” and “going from a light to a dark room or vice
versa” [21]. The third worst score was for “seeing at night”.

Studies by Aspinall et al. nuanced this finding that
glare and dark adaptation is the most consistently pro-
blematic subscale on the GQL-15, by exploring how
glaucoma patients prioritise their QoL concerns. Aspinall
et al. found that lighting and glare were the most fre-
quently reported problems, but third in a priority list after
central vision and outdoor mobility [22]. An earlier study
by Aspinall et al. with a different sample of patients
similarly illustrated that despite their frequency, the sub-
jective importance of glare and dark adaptation problems
may be relatively low [23]. The authors suggest that the
low relative impact of glare and dark adaptation on QoL
may be explained by the feasibility of accommodating to
the changes through behavioural or environmental mod-
ifications. The authors also found that of the different
attributes of vision-related QoL, contrast sensitivity only
had an effect on the prioritisation of the glare and dark
adaptation subdomain (P= 0.038).

A QoL assessment among participants in the Colla-
borative Initial Glaucoma Treatment Study (CIGTS) came
to a similar conclusion: that lighting and glare issues may be
frequent concerns, but not necessarily the most bothersome
[24]. The authors found that at baseline of enrolment into
CIGTS, over 40% of participants experienced problems
with bright light and light-to-dark adaptation, which were
the most frequently reported problems. Furthermore, almost
30% of participants reported problems seeing in dark pla-
ces. However, rating their symptoms on a 1 (not at all) to 5
(a lot) scale of how bothersome symptoms were, partici-
pants’ worst symptoms related to visual distortion (mean
bothersome score: 4.1) and distant vision (mean bothersome
score 3.8), compared with a mean score of 3.5 for bright
light, 3.2 for dark adaptation, and 3.3 for seeing in the dark.

Glaucoma activity limitation (GAL-9)

One study by Skalicky et al. included 200 participants with
glaucoma, 73 of whom also had some degree of age-related
macular degeneration (AMD) [13]. The authors found that
adjusting to dim lights was one of the GAL-9 items which
was significantly more difficult for glaucoma patients without
AMD than those with AMD (P= 0.04). All other GAL-9
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items with reference to light (“Walking after dark”; “Seeing at
night”; and “Going from light to dark room or vice versa”)
were all more difficult for study participants with glaucoma
alone, compared with those with both glaucoma and AMD,
although these differences were not statistically significant
(P= 0.20, 0.42, and 0.11 respectively).

A hospital-based study with 50 glaucoma participants
showed that among GAL-9 items, “adjusting to dim lights”
and “going from light to dark room and vice versa” had a
relatively high difficulty score. However of all GAL-9
domains, “Adjusting to dim lights” had the weakest corre-
lation with VF damage in the central 10 degrees
(r=−0.147, P= 0.309) [25].

Comparisons between different PROMs

A study comparing the GQL-15 with the NEI-VFQ-25 among
132 glaucoma participants and 132 age-matched control
participants found a strong correlation between the glare and
dark adaptation subscale of the GQL-15 and the distance
activities domain of the NEI-VFQ-25 [26]. The driving
domain of the NEI-VFQ-25 most strongly correlated with the
glare and dark adaptation subscale out of the four GQL-15
subscales (rho=−0.64, P< 0.01). Glare and dark adaptation
GQL-15 scores became higher/worse as glaucoma severity
increased, particularly when comparing mild and severe. A
moderate association was found between mean deviation, and
glare and dark adaptation scores (rho= 0.374).

Kumar et al. [27] compared two glaucoma-specific
PROMs, the GQL-15 and the 10-item questionnaire
developed by Viswanathan et al. [28], with the NEI-VFQ-
25 (a generic ophthalmology PROM). In total, 140 parti-
cipants with glaucoma (49 with mild glaucoma, 55 with
moderate glaucoma, and 36 with severe glaucoma) com-
pleted all three instruments. The authors found that scores
from the three instruments correlated especially well in the
domain of glare and dark adaptation, as well as peripheral
vision. When comparing the NEI-VFQ-15 subscales and
GQL-15 subdomains, the NEI-VFQ-15 driving subscale
had a strong correlation with the GQL-15′s glare and dark
adaptation subdomain (r=−0.62).

Wren et al. compared the NEI-VFQ with the Visual
Activities Questionnaire (VAQ) among participants enrol-
led in the CIGTS [29]. Of the eight subscales on the VAQ,
the light–dark adaptation subscale was the most problematic
for participants, followed by glare disability. Light–dark
adaptation on the VAQ correlated most strongly with Dis-
tance Activities (r= 0.56) and Near Activities (r= 0.53) on
the NEI-VFQ, while glare disability correlated most with
distance activities (r= 0.51) of all the NEI-VFQ subscales.
The driving subscale of the NEI-VFQ only had moderate
correlations with light–dark adaptation (r= 0.44) and glare
disability (r= 0.43) on the VAQ.

Sherwood et al. used several questionnaires with 56 par-
ticipants with glaucoma and 54 healthy controls (who did not
differ significantly in age, P= 0.10) [11]. They used the
Activities of Daily Vision Scale (ADVS), and of the six
subscales (day vision; night vision; far vision; near vision;
glare; overall vision), the glare item showed the greatest dif-
ference in mean score between patients and controls. Inves-
tigating correlations between ADVS and Medical Outcomes
Study Test (MOS-20) scores, glare had significant associa-
tions with the physical, role, mental health and general health
subscales of MOS-20, although was not significantly corre-
lated with the social and pain MOS-20 domains.

Psychophysical measures

Sixteen included studies (29% of the total) considered how
specific lighting conditions affect psychophysical outcomes
such as contrast sensitivity, glare, and dark/light adaptation.
These studies in total involved 517 participants with diagnosed
glaucoma, and 205 participants with suspected glaucoma. The
majority (14/16= 88%) of the psychophysics studies were
case-control studies, while two were cross-sectional studies.

Studies considering how glaucoma affects psychophysi-
cal measures such as glare and dark adaptation generally
considered how age and presence of cataracts could influ-
ence results. Among the 14 case-control studies, five studies
reported mean ages of glaucoma and control groups which
were clearly matched; five studies adjusted for age at ana-
lysis stage; while four only provided minimal information
on participant age (e.g. an indicative age range). Regarding
cataract, three of the 16 studies expressly excluded parti-
cipants with cataracts, while two studies deliberately
included participants with cataracts. Five studies more
broadly excluded people with “eye abnormalities”, while
two studies excluded individuals who had undergone pre-
vious cataract surgery. Four studies gave no indication of
having excluded individuals with cataracts.

Contrast sensitivity (CS)

Using luminance-modulated gratings, CS thresholds at all
spatial and temporal frequencies have been found to be
significantly poorer among people with early to moderate
stage OAG relative to healthy age-matched controls [30].

Foveal CS is lower in glaucomatous eyes than eyes of age-
matched controls in both mesopic and photopic conditions,
even in glaucomatous participants with good visual acuity
[31]. For example, foveal CS, across luminance conditions,
has been found to be 0.4 log units lower for glaucomatous
participants than for controls (age-adjusted P < 0.001) [32].

However, differences in CS between healthy participants
and people with glaucoma appear more pronounced in
mesopic than photopic lighting conditions [33]. Even when
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differences in CS between glaucoma participants and age-
similar controls are fairly modest overall, the difference is
greater in lower luminance conditions [34]. Furthermore,
differences between glaucoma participants and age-matched
controls in CS in the peripheral VF are most pronounced at
low-luminance levels [32].

Glare

Glaucomatous damage has been found to be moderately
positively correlated with increased glare factor (rho=
0.485; P= 0.01), with glare factor being the difference
between logCS with glare and logCS without glare [35]. It
should be noted, however, that this finding comes from a
study in which all participants had cataract.

Disability glare among people with open-angle glaucoma
has also been linked with macular pigment levels. For
example, one study by Siah et al. [36] found that 54 of 88
glaucomatous participants (61%) complained of glare
symptoms. Among these participants reporting glare symp-
toms, lower macular pigment optical density was found at all
retinal eccentricities (for 0.25° and 1°, P= 0.05 each; for
0.5°: P= 0.04). There was no difference in age between
participants with and without glare symptoms (P= 0.51);
the authors controlled for the presence of mild cataract and
excluded individuals with moderate-to-significant cataract.

Dark adaptation

Much of the knowledge regarding dark adaptation among
people with glaucoma is based on studies from the early-
and mid-20th century.

Derby et al. showed that dark adaptation was abnormal in
healthy eyes of participants who had a confirmed glaucoma
diagnosis in their other eye [9]. The authors attempted to
recruit controls of similar age to the glaucomatous partici-
pants (between 50 and 70) although no exact data are
provided. Derby et al. also suggest that changes in the
minimum amount of light which the eye can perceive could
be one of the earliest signs of glaucoma.

It was thus hypothesised that the dark adaptation thresh-
olds of glaucoma patients were reached later and were higher
than in healthy eyes. Subsequently, Zuege and Drance
showed that eyes with advanced glaucoma could be dis-
tinguished from age-matched healthy eyes by using the dark
adaptation threshold ratio 15:30 degrees from fixation [37].

Relating to problems with dark adaptation experienced
by people with POAG is the loss of scotopic sensitivity. In
one study by Drum et al., participants with suspected
glaucoma (no measurable VF loss, but intraocular pres-
sure >20 mmHg) and participants with confirmed glau-
coma had elevated scotopic and photopic adaptation
thresholds. However, among participants with confirmed

glaucoma, the scotopic threshold elevation was sig-
nificantly greater than the photopic threshold elevation
(i.e. loss of scotopic sensitivity was greater than loss of
photopic sensitivity). In addition, it was also found that
the localised scotomas of glaucomatous participants were
of similar depth in scotopic and photopic conditions, but
in scotopic conditions, scotomas were spread out more
“diffusely” across the VF [38]. When stratified by age,
Drum et al. found that in their <40 age bracket, glauco-
matous and control participants were indistinguishable,
while in the 40–60 age bracket, inter-group differences
were only seen for the scotopic condition.

Progressing optic nerve damage underpins decreased
dark adaptation among people with glaucoma. This has
been demonstrated in a study involving participants with
glaucomatous and non-glaucomatous optic nerve atrophy
[39]. While the authors found that the extent and velocity of
dark adaptation decreases with increasing age, several
measurements were significantly worse among people with
glaucoma after controlling for age, and even worse with the
non-glaucomatous optic nerve atrophy group (who had
more severe optic nerve damage than the glaucoma group).

Bierings et al. recently showed that age-adjusted dark
adaptation times are similar between glaucoma participants
and controls, with only marginally (statistically non-sig-
nificant) longer times among glaucoma patients relative to
controls (P= 0.10 for 5 log unit luminance change, and P=
0.14 for 6.5 log unit luminance change) [40]. In keeping with
earlier studies, they found that the dark adaptation curve for
glaucoma participants has a lower CS plateau. To explain
these results in line with previous findings that people with
glaucoma may struggle to adjust to low-luminance conditions,
the authors suggest that glaucoma participants may not strictly
take longer to dark adapt to their plateau; however, because
the CS plateau is lower for glaucoma participants, they will
take longer when dark adapting to reach their minimum CS
required for adequate everyday vision [40].

Light adaptation

In contrast to the numerous studies focused on dark adapta-
tion, only one included study considered light adaptation,
examining 23 glaucoma participants and 51 controls [40]. The
study authors were unable to measure light adaptation times
because of how quickly this occurred. However, in line with
findings on dark adaptation, they found that after light
adaptation, glaucoma participants have a lower CS plateau
than healthy control participants (after adjusting for age).

Visual evoked potentials (VEP)

Arvind et al. explored the specific luminance aspects of the
blue-on-yellow (BonY) multifocal visual evoked potential as a
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tool for identifying early glaucoma [41]. This study found that
using a low-luminance contrast achromatic (LLA) stimulus
worked as effectively as BonY in identifying early glaucoma,
while a high-luminance contrast achromatic stimulus per-
formed significantly worse than LLA and BonY in identifying
VF problems. They conclude that the low-luminance contrast
aspects of the BonY stimulus specifically may explain BonY’s
usefulness in detecting early glaucoma.

Retinal function

One study used the modified global flash multifocal ERG
paradigm with luminance modulation, which allows adaptive
changes in the retina to be measured [42]. The authors found
that in response to a global flash stimulus at different lumi-
nance levels, participants with glaucoma had a reduced
response compared with age-matched controls which corre-
lated with glaucomatous VF damage (r= 0.58, P< 0.0001).

In response to flash ERG after dark adaptation, glaucoma
patients showed longer implicit times than age-matched
controls at several flash intensities, but especially for high
intensity flash [43].

A retinal sensitivity test (using flashing white light) per-
formed under scotopic conditions has been shown to dis-
criminate between healthy and glaucomatous participants.
The study involved participants with suspected, as well as
confirmed, glaucoma, and the test effectively indicated signs
of early optic nerve injury among glaucoma suspects [44].

Functional vision

Ten studies (18%) focussed on how functional vision
changes under different lighting conditions. Five of the ten
studies were case-control studies, three were cross-sectional
and two were descriptive case series. In the case-control
studies, there were 355 participants with confirmed glau-
coma and 285 controls. There were 359 glaucomatous
participants in the two cross-sectional studies, and 98
glaucoma participants in the two descriptive case series.

Functional difficulties linked to lighting conditions

Among participants with early or moderate glaucoma (33 of
99 study participants), the most commonly reported visual
symptoms were needing more light (58%), blurry vision
(52%), and seeing glare (52%) [45]. When considering all
participants in this study, needing more light was reported
as a symptom by 57% of participants, blurry vision by 55%
and seeing glare by 46%.

The assessment of key markers of visual function among
people with glaucoma has been shown to be dependent on
lighting conditions. One study compared measures such as
distance and near visual acuity (VA) and CS in the clinic and

at home, with glaucomatous participants and healthy con-
trols [46]. Overall, 29% and 22% of glaucoma participants
read at least two more lines of a distance VA chart and near
VA chart, respectively, in the clinic than at home. Overall,
10% of glaucoma participants read at least two triplets of a
Pelli-Robson chart better in the clinic than at home. Multi-
variable regression analysis demonstrated that lighting levels
were the strongest single factor associated with improved
visual performance in the clinic. Across the whole sample of
glaucoma and healthy participants, at least 85% of home
lighting levels assessed were lower than recommended
levels. Among glaucomatous participants, there was no
statistically significant difference in lighting levels by glau-
coma severity. This finding is reaffirmed by Yonge et al.,
who found that the individuals with more severe glaucoma
symptoms were no more likely to adapt their home lighting
than those with less advanced symptoms [47].

Functional difficulties linked to glare

A descriptive study in an Australian low-vision clinic
reported the high prevalence of self-reported glare pro-
blems, with 34% of those whose low vision is primarily
linked to glaucoma reporting being greatly affected by
glare, and an additional 38% of patients being moderately
affected [48]. Prevalence of glare problems was even higher
among those with low vision whose secondary cause was
glaucoma; with these patients, 49% were greatly affected
and 29% moderately affected by glare.

Functional difficulties linked to transitions in lighting or
luminance

One recent questionnaire study by Bierings et al. compared
the responses of 178 glaucomatous and 182 control parti-
cipants to fifteen questions about visual function when
performing activities in conditions such as outdoor at night
(low luminance), outdoor on a sunny day (high luminance),
and sudden increases or decreases in luminance level [6].
Participants were considered to have visual complaints if
they responded to such questions with either ‘A lot of dif-
ficulty’, ‘Extreme difficulty’, or ‘Stopped doing this because
of my eyesight’. The authors found that 4% of participants
with glaucoma had visual complaints in optimal luminance
vs. 0% of control participants (P= 0.02). Meanwhile 48%
of participants with glaucoma vs. 6% of controls (P <
0.001) experienced visual problems in low-luminance
conditions. The percentages of glaucoma participants vs.
controls with visual complaints was respectively 22 vs. 1%
for high luminance (P < 0.001), 32 vs. 1% for a sudden
decrease in luminance (P < 0.001) and 25 vs. 3% for a
sudden increase in luminance (P < 0.001). The largest dif-
ferences between glaucoma participants and controls were
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found for the low-luminance questionnaire items. Overall,
48.4% of glaucoma participants reported complaints for
“Seeing outside at night when there is no moonlight”
(compared with 6.3% of controls); 53.6% for “Walking or
cycling at night on an unlit country road” (compared with
13.7% of controls); and 49.7% for “Driving at night on an
unlit country road” (compared with 12.7% of controls). The
study illustrates the particular difficulties experienced by
many people with glaucoma when performing daily activ-
ities in dark conditions. Further, the majority (62%) of
glaucoma patients in the study were considered to have
early glaucoma in their least affected eye. As such, the
findings suggest that glaucoma symptoms may be exacer-
bated in non-standard luminance conditions even if a patient
is largely asymptomatic in optimal luminance.

In contrast, an older questionnaire study by Carta et al.
[49] found no significant difference between 33 POAG
participants and 20 controls (with minor refractive problems
or presbyopia, and whose mean age was 9.1 years less than
the POAG group) on a group of questions concerning
adaptation to lighting transitions and glare (P= 0.11) [50].
This discrepancy may result from differences in Likert-type
scales used (five points in the Bierings et al. study vs. three
points in the Carta et al. study), differences in sample size,
and/or the subject matter of the questions and how they
were presented.

A population-based study in Japan used frequency dou-
bling technology (FDT) perimetry and a questionnaire with
10,214 participants [51], of whom 447 exhibited VF
abnormalities (VFAs, as determined by the FDT perimetry),
227 of which were attributed to glaucoma. The definitive
glaucomatous subgroup were significantly more likely to
report difficulty seeing in dark places, when compared with
visually healthy subjects (age-adjusted odds ratio= 1.55,
95% CI= 1.11–2.17, P= 0.01).

Motion perception

No significant differences overall have been found between
the performance of POAG and age-matched control parti-
cipants in their sensitivity to motion under photopic and
scotopic conditions [52]. In photopic conditions, sensitivity
to moving targets in both central and peripheral vision
declined with age (P < 0.01). In scotopic conditions, sen-
sitivity to moving targets was lower for age-matched con-
trols and participants with POAG than for young controls,
but only for peripheral and not for central vision.

Object recognition

An experimental study has been conducted to investigate
how people with glaucoma, relative to healthy controls, can
recognise, or classify, common objects in different lighting

levels [53]. Visual categorisation tasks were employed in
two different contrast conditions (medium 50% and high
100%). The medium contrast setting aimed to simulate sub-
optimal lighting conditions, such as fog, dazzling sunlight,
or dusk or dawn light. There was no difference between the
performance of glaucoma patients and controls when con-
trast was 100%. Conversely, the authors found that patients
with glaucoma had 7% lower accuracy (P= 0.046) for the
medium contrast stimuli (87% responses correct) compared
with controls (94% responses correct). Interestingly, object
categorisation in this condition was impaired despite pre-
sentation of the stimuli within the intact central area of
participants’ VF. This suggests that in many real-world
situations where contrast is unlikely to be 100%, categor-
ising objects may be more difficult for people with glau-
coma than visually healthy controls, even when considering
those without significant VF loss.

Another study considered detection and categorisation of
face and scene images among glaucoma patients with cen-
tral VF defects compared with glaucoma patients without
central VF defects in two different luminance levels [54].
Two different contrast levels (10 and 2.5%) were used to
simulate twilight conditions, lower levels than in the study
discussed above. For scene images, there was no main
significant main effect of the luminance contrast. However,
the decrease in performance moving from the detection to
categorisation task in the scene experiment was marginally
greater in the 2.5% contrast condition (mean difference
between tasks ± SD= 1.92 ± 0.96) compared with the 10%
contrast (mean ± SD= 0.96 ± 0.85) for patients without
central VF defects.

Use of visual aids

Among low-vision patients with sensitivity to light whose
preferences for different light filters were assessed, over
85% of the glaucoma patients chose the two filters pro-
viding the greatest light transmission [55].

Activities of daily living (ADL)

Ten (18%) of the fifty-six studies focussed on ADL. Of these,
one was focussed on home-based modifications to lighting,
four on driving, three on reading, and two on mobility. Seven
of the ten ADL studies were cross-sectional, and one each was
a case-control, longitudinal, and randomised control trial.
These ADL studies involved a total of 1674 participants.

Modifying lighting in the home

Participants with low vision (Visual acuity < 0.3 or 6/18)
were randomised to receive standard adaptations (control
group), or specific light improvements in the kitchen, hall
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and bathroom of their home over a 6-month period (inter-
vention group) [56]. Participants’ low vision resulted from
several different kinds of eye disease, with only 5 of the 46
participants diagnosed with glaucoma. There were only
marginal, non-significant improvements in ease of daily
activities among the intervention group, although the
intervention group’s improvement in QoL was significant.

Driving

Lighting conditions can play a particularly significant role
in making driving more difficult for people with glaucoma,
irrespective of the degree of VF loss.

Using a large dataset on activity limitation involving 293
participants with different types and severity of glaucoma,
researchers focused in on responses to the driving questions,
about “Driving at night”; “Driving towards oncoming head-
lights”; and “Driving towards the sun”. In contrast, more
generic aspects of driving such as “‘Noticing when the car in
front of you is speeding up or slowing down” and “Driving
during the day” were considered the least difficult [57].

In a sub-study of the CIGTS, researchers compared the
concerns of drivers (N= 471) and non-drivers (N= 84)
living with glaucoma [58]. Problems related to glare were
the most frequently reported, with over 50% of participating
drivers experiencing “some difficulty” when performing
tasks affected by glare. More than 20% of the glaucomatous
drivers reported “often” or “always” having difficulty see-
ing the road at night in the rain because of headlights. The
authors suggest that glare could be a particularly useful
indicator of risk for visual problems while driving, parti-
cularly since glare is one of the earliest symptoms notice-
able to the patient. At 54-month follow-up, drivers with
moderate-to-severe bilateral VF loss reported significantly
more problems driving at night than drivers with mild
bilateral VF loss.

One study explored whether glaucomatous patients
ceased driving specifically because of issues with lighting,
dark adaptation and glare [59]. Among 99 participants,
those with moderate or severe glaucoma were more likely to
have discontinued driving than those with mild glaucoma
(33 vs. 8%; P= 0.002), and to have more difficulties with
dark adaptation (31 vs. 10%; P= 0.011) and glare (27 vs.
6%; P= 0.012). Participants with self-perceived difficulty
with dark adaptation or glare were not statistically more
likely to give up driving than those without. However,
difficulty with dark adaptation was associated with an
approximately fourfold increased likelihood of experiencing
difficulty driving at night (adjusted prevalence ratio (PR)=
3.94; P < 0.0001) or experiencing difficulty in poor driving
conditions (adjusted PR= 4.09; P < 0.001). Self-perceived
glare was not associated with difficulty driving at night, but

showed a marginally significant association with difficulty
in poor driving conditions (PR= 4.17; P= 0.050).

In a study of real-world driving performance among 21
drivers with bilateral moderate and advanced glaucoma
(compared with 38 healthy controls), participants’ driving
was evaluated and scored either a pass or marginal/fail [60].
No difference was found for the glaucomatous participants
who passed and failed attributable to glare (P= 0.88), and
other psychophysical measures. The only predictor of dif-
ferences between passing and failing glaucomatous drivers
was performance on vision-dependent psychometric tests
(especially the Trail Making Test).

Reading

Three studies were included which provided some evidence
of how lighting conditions impact upon people with glau-
coma’s reading ability.

Two studies used the Assessment of Disability Related to
Vision (ADREV), a nine-task performance-based measure
which includes one task of reading in reduced illumination.
Evaluation of the ADREV involving 194 participants with
glaucoma showed that reading in reduced illumination was
similarly difficult to a test of locating objects [61]. Further
analysis of ADREV results from 192 glaucomatous parti-
cipants showed that there were no statistically significant
correlations between any measure of VF loss and reading in
reduced illumination task performance [62]. Nonetheless,
an earlier version of the measure, the Assessment of
Function Related to Vision (AFREV), had found that
reading in dim light had a strong correlation with CS, visual
acuity of the worse eye and binocular visual acuity (r=
0.68, −0.69, and −0.67 respectively, all P < 0.01) [63].

Although not formally included in the review (as it does
not directly focus on lighting), research has shown that
when letter contrast is reduced from 100 to 20%, individuals
with glaucoma read significantly more slowly than healthy
controls. The relevant implication of this study is that
increasing luminance in which people with glaucoma read
could reduce difficulties with reading [64].

Mobility

Only two included published studies focussed on mobility.
However, several of the abstracts shown in Appendix 4
explore mobility in different lighting conditions, suggesting
this to be an emerging research priority.

One cross-sectional study used a mobility questionnaire
and performance-test developed originally for patients with
retinitis pigmentosa (RP) to assess 83 glaucoma patients
[65]. Comparison of the glaucoma and RP groups’
responses showed that glaucoma patients reported changes
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in lighting at night causing more mobility difficulties than
the RP patients. In contrast, RP patients reported more
overall difficulty walking at night.

A cross-sectional study nested within a larger US-based
study (the Falls in Glaucoma Study—FIGS) considered
lighting and mobility [47]. Assessing fall-related hazards in the
homes of 174 people with glaucoma, ambient lighting of <300
lux and exposed light bulbs were the most frequently
encountered fall-related hazards, in 98.9% and 96% of asses-
sed homes, respectively. There was no relationship between
VF loss and better lighting, suggesting that home lighting is
often not modified even as glaucoma worsens, despite the low
cost of this adaptation and its potential to reduce falls.

Qualitative findings

Two studies (4%) used qualitative data collection methods,
including interviews and focus groups, involving a total of
44 participants living with glaucoma who discussed
lighting-related issues in their accounts.

In focus groups conducted in 2002, participants with
glaucoma discussed problems related to lighting such as
seeing halos, and shared advice with fellow group partici-
pants on how to adapt to lighting difficulties and glare; these
included improving lighting in the home, and wearing hats
outside to reduce the discrepancy between indoor and out-
door lighting [66].

In analysis of interviews from a more recent study, par-
ticipants spoke of concerns driving at night due to the bright
lights of oncoming vehicles [67]. Authors identified ‘the
importance of lighting’ as one of their main themes
impacting on patients’ functioning and coping behaviours.
For example, some participants spoke of needing support
particularly in dark environments—particularly when navi-
gating steps or obstacles—and when transitioning between
light and dark, such as entering the cinema. Sunlight was
referred to as ‘blinding’ by one participant. Participants
suggested that artificial lights such as daylight bulbs could
help. One participant found a bright light installed above her
sewing machine as helpful, but felt that making the adap-
tation involved admitting to having a problem.

Trends in publishing

There has been an increase over time in published studies
considering the impact of lighting conditions on people with
glaucoma. These studies only represent a very small pro-
portion of the total research in glaucoma. A PubMed search
for articles with ‘glaucoma’ in the title yields 11726 results
since the beginning of 2010 alone; while in that same period
just 29 articles (0.25%) were published that were relevant to
lighting and included in this review.

Discussion

This review shows that lighting transitions, glare and dark
adaptation clearly present problems for both the vision and
QoL of people with glaucoma. They emerge as some of the
most consistent and frequent symptoms among people with
POAG. Studies using the GQL-15 with large numbers of
participants and in different geographical contexts con-
sistently find glare and dark adaptation to be the most
commonly problematic subscale for people with glaucoma.
Yet the QoL literature suggests that while difficulties
relating to lighting and glare are frequently expressed, they
are not perceived by patients to be the most bothersome
symptoms. Indeed, Spaeth et al. suggest in a review of the
glaucoma and QoL literature that a ‘threshold’ of dark
adaption and glare disability may be reached as glaucoma
progresses, beyond which the issue ceases to increase in
importance [68]. Where QoL studies have explored asso-
ciations between scores on the glare/dark adaptation domain
and psychophysical measures, the only reliable correlation
appears to be with CS [17, 23].

Evidence regarding the impact of different lighting con-
ditions on psychophysical measures and functional vision
suggests that transitioning from light to dark or vice versa is
difficult for people with glaucoma. This is also borne out by
qualitative studies [67]. Although a recent study from Bier-
ings et al. suggests that people with glaucoma may not strictly
take longer to dark adapt than controls [40], most evidence
suggests people with glaucoma show diminished classical
dark adaptation than healthy age-matched controls (AMCs)
[37–39]. Bierings et al.'s questionnaire about visual perfor-
mance when transitioning between different levels of ambient
illumination also showed very large significant differences
between glaucoma patients and AMCs [6]. Nonetheless,
when glaucoma patients and AMCs undertake performance-
based measures in non-optimal (e.g. scotopic) lighting on
tasks such as motion perception [52], or object detection or
categorisation [53, 54], the differences are not significant or
only show small effects. A similar pattern is found in studies
considering driving, with over 50% of glaucomatous drivers
reporting difficulties linked to glare [58] and with problems
with dark adaptation associated with a four-times higher
likelihood of difficulties with night driving [59]. However
when real-world driving behaviour of glaucoma patients and
age-matched controls was compared, glare and other psy-
chophysical measures did not seem to affect performance
[60]. Many of the included performance-based studies have
relatively small samples of glaucoma patients and controls,
potentially limiting the statistical power to detect differences.

Notably, during the literature search, it emerged that many
pertinent findings directly considering how lighting affects
ADL exist only in conference abstracts (Appendix 4,
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Supplementary Table 4). The focus on mobility performance
in many of these abstracts contrasts with the fact that only two
published studies included focused on glaucoma, lighting and
mobility. It is perhaps revealing that many of these abstracts,
either from conferences or articles currently in proof/press, are
recent and focus more directly on lighting issues than many of
the included studies which only consider lighting conditions
incidentally (e.g. as part of a more general questionnaire). It
could therefore be inferred that improving understanding of
how and why glaucoma patients may have difficulties in
certain lighting conditions is becoming more of a priority
concern in glaucoma research. This research is also becoming
more feasible with facilities like Homelab, a simulated home
environment with automated systems allowing real-world
everyday task performance in different lighting levels to be
monitored [69].

The included studies seldom focused specifically on
adaptations and modifications that may help people with
glaucoma cope with lighting-related issues. However, select
parts of some studies do provide some helpful insights.
Nelson et al. suggest that simple environmental modifica-
tions can help diminish glare problems and avoid rapid
changes in lighting levels for people with glaucoma [17].
These include increasing brightness in dark areas (e.g.
staircases), repainting dark walls in paler colours, installing
or changing blinds or curtains, and considerate (re)design of
window, glass and mirror areas to reduce glare. Other
adaptations may include using dark lenses, and allowing
longer for dark adaptation or ceasing to drive at night [23].
A study from a low-vision clinic suggests illuminated
magnifiers may be useful aids, and hats with a visor and
sunglasses may help against glare [48]. Arguably, it is the
fact that adaptations are simple and low-intensity that may
explain why such frequently encountered symptoms are low
priority for many patients [23].

Nonetheless, the review suggests that lighting issues are
frequently neglected in the clinical management of glau-
coma. Some studies indicate people with glaucoma are
living in homes with inadequate, potentially hazardous
lighting, and that individuals with worse VF damage do not
appear to use improved lighting [46, 47]. One study showed
disparities in home and clinic lighting levels, showing that
at least 85% of participants with glaucoma had inadequate
home lighting, and as such had significantly worse visual
acuity and CS in their home than when measured in clinic;
this highlights the importance of clinicians discussing
lighting with their patients as a means of minimising visual
and functional difficulties in their everyday life. Advice is
clearly needed that is personalised to the patient with
glaucoma and their affected activities, for example ensuring
that sufficient illumination is balanced against the need to
minimise glare [56].

To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first systematic
review to focus squarely on lighting, glare and dark adapta-
tion among people with chronic forms of glaucoma. A review
in 2011 considered therapeutic uses of lighting for older
adults, but with only a limited focus on the specific concerns
of people with eye disease [70]. A 2011 systematic review of
patient-reported outcomes in glaucoma considered studies
which had used the GQL-15, but was more focused on
methodological aspects of the PROMs’ development and
validation, rather than their thematic content [71]. Many of
the present review’s findings are supported by relevant sec-
tions of broader reviews on visual disability in glaucoma (see
Table 3). In addition, reviews on vision, ageing and age-
related eye disease make clear that decreases in CS, in light to
dark adaptation and in sensitivity to glare often occur in the
healthy ageing eye without any underlying pathology. For
example, glare has been found to cause significant difficulty
for healthy older adults driving at night [72]. However glau-
coma, and other age-related eye diseases, such as AMD and
cataracts, can clearly aggravate such problems.

The number of studies exploring lighting in glaucoma is
growing and Appendix 4, Supplementary Table 4 shows
several abstracts, some of which will soon be published.
Nonetheless, this review has shown there are as yet a lim-
ited number of published studies considering how natur-
alistic, real-world activities are affected by lighting
conditions. The included studies using the ADREV and
AFREV performance measures point to difficulties reading
in low light in glaucoma, but only an aggregate measure for
the task (and not scores at each level of illumination) are
reported. Paucity of data on how luminance levels affect
reading among people with glaucoma contrasts markedly
with AMD research, where the effects of differing lumi-
nance levels on reading performance has been explored in
both cross-sectional [73] and case-control [74] studies. An
additional research gap concerns how glaucoma patients’
visual acuity may change according to background lumi-
nance levels; in this review, only Bhorade et al. [46] spe-
cifically explored glaucoma participants’ visual acuity in
different lighting conditions. Furthermore, while there were
descriptive findings regarding adaptation strategies, no
research was identified evaluating how low-vision aids,
assistive technologies or rehabilitation initiatives may sup-
port people with glaucoma to cope with lighting and glare
difficulties.

Although no studies were formally excluded on the basis
of insufficient quality, some common study limitations were
identified. Only a minority of studies reported the treat-
ments of the glaucomatous participants involved. When
treatment status was reported, many patients were being
treated with drops: medications that are associated with
ocular surface changes and which may be associated with
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glare symptoms and generally reduced visual function [75].
Treatment with topical beta antagonists and glaucoma sur-
gery are also associated with increased cataract [76, 77].
This may therefore limit the extent to which lighting issues
caused by glaucoma may be clearly distinguished from
treatment side effects and co-pathology. Studies employing
the GQL-15 clearly suggest dark adaptation and glare are
the most frequently encountered issue, even in early-stage
glaucoma; this may not meaningfully reflect the clinical
experience, where glaucoma is commonly seen as asymp-
tomatic. This implies that there may be discrepancy
between patients’ self-reports when they consider individual
isolated symptoms, and their overall visual performance
where lighting may have a relatively insignificant impact.
Finally, there is heterogeneity in the definition of key
concepts across studies. For example, the included psy-
chophysics studies consider dark adaptation as a process
taking many minutes, while the GQL-15 domain for dark
adaptation and glare is based on items such as “going from a
light to a dark room”, a near instantaneous process. Hence,
it could be argued that ‘classical’ dark adaptation studies
provide only partial insight into the underlying mechanism

of glaucoma patients’ reports of disorientation when mov-
ing from outside into a dark indoor space (e.g. a cinema).
Similarly, in many of the included studies, distinctions
between discomfort glare and disability glare are seldom
clarified or specified. Furthermore, it is possible that the
term ‘glare’ may be used to describe difficulty with a rapid
increase in light level, or, to describe a dramatic loss in
visual performance in the presence of backlight. The
research landscape in lighting and glaucoma therefore
appears relatively incoherent, and shows a gap in studies
that integrate an understanding of the physiological and
psychophysical processes with real-world clinical effects.

There are further interesting observations about the scope
of the review and included articles that could be interpreted as
limitations. First, as the distribution of rods is predominant
mainly outside the macular area, the studies synthesised could
be affected by consideration of the location of the VF damage
(central or peripheral). This kind of information was rarely
stated or recorded in the studies we considered; many studies
provided mean deviation values as an overall measure of VF
loss, but only in a small number of cases (e.g. Wolffsohn and
Cochrane) was the location of participants’ VF loss

Table 3 Select findings relevant to lighting from key reviews

Author(s) Year Title Select findings related to lighting

Derby et al. 1926 Further studies on the light sense in early
glaucoma [85]

“It is our distinct impression that an examination of the light
minimum… is of real value to us in making the diagnosis of early
glaucoma”.

Marlow 1947 The field of vision in chronic glaucoma (a
comparison of full with reduced
illumination) [86]

“The evidence presented here permits the conclusion that reduction
of illumination is more than sometimes useful and that it is of
definite value in the discovery of incipient changes as well as in the
amplification of known or suspected defects”.

Ramulu 2009 Glaucoma and disability: which tasks are
affected, and at what stage of disease? [87]

“Difficulties related to lighting such as glare and difficulty adapting
to different levels of light consistently ranked as the most frequent
complaint… The lighting conditions under which tasks are
performed may be even more important than the task itself”.

Medeiros et al. 2012 Driving Simulation as a Performance-
based Test of Visual Impairment in
Glaucoma [88]

“Increasingly challenging visual tasks on the [driving] simulator,
under low-contrast, low-luminance conditions and performed under
the pressure of time, could potentially reveal functional
impairments that would not be detected by standard visual field
assessment. This hypothesis remains to be investigated.”

Nassiri et al. 2013 National Eye Institute Visual Function
Questionnaire: Usefulness in Glaucoma
[89]

“Contrast sensitivity, glare sensitivity, and dark adaptation are
potential items that could be added to the [NEI-VFQ] questionnaire
to make it more responsive to changes in vision-related QoL in
patients with glaucoma”.

Wang et al. 2017 The impact of mild, moderate, and severe
visual field loss in glaucoma on patients’
quality of life measured via the Glaucoma
Quality of Life-15 Questionnaire: a meta-
analysis [90]

“Glare and dark adaptation did not differ significantly between
patients with mild and moderate visual field loss… glare and dark
adaptation differed significantly between patients with moderate
and severe glaucoma”.

Owsley et al. 2018 Vision and aging [91] “Contrast sensitivity loss tends to be more severe in older adults
who have one or more of the common eye chronic conditions of
aging mentioned earlier. In glaucoma these losses are largely
attributable to the loss of ganglion cells…
There is also evidence suggesting that glaucoma impairs rod-
mediated dark adaptation”.
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thoroughly described [48]. The parallel here is the lack of
attention that is often given to the actual location and spatial
extent of VF loss when assessing impact on function in any
lighting condition [5]. Second, the present review has not
specifically considered the mechanism of early functional
deficits of glare and adaptation in glaucoma patients. For
example, it has been suggested that large (M) retinal ganglion
cells are selectively damaged by glaucomatous optic nerve
atrophy, and these cells are known to be particularly sensitive
to luminance contrast under mesopic and scotopic conditions
[37, 38, 78]. Indeed, for several decades it had been proposed
that glaucomatous loss was sensitive to stimuli that pre-
ferentially stimulate the magnocellular (M) ganglion cells
relative to parvocellular (P) ganglion cells, based on the notion
that M cells are selectively damaged in glaucoma [79]. More
recent evidence has contradicted this notion; [80] for example,
McKendrick et al. have identified foveal and midperipheral
dysfunction of both M and P pathways among people with
glaucoma [81]. Third, it is important to note that the focus of
this review is investigating the effect of different lighting
conditions on real-world function and vision-related QoL.
Thus it should be noted that a more detailed review of psy-
chophysical measures, such as ERG (electroretinogram) stu-
dies, is not covered by our review. Fourth, none of the
included studies explored in detail how VF measurements
may be affected by lighting conditions. Conventional VF
testing uses bright stimuli on a dark background, which may
be advantageous to detect glaucoma; however the results may
be different when patients are in a bright place in their
daily lives. Indeed, the outcome of VF measurement may
be different when dark stimuli, instead of bright stimuli, are
used [82].

This review’s methodology also has a number of limita-
tions. First, for the purposes of data extraction and quality
assessment, only studies published in peer-reviewed journals
were formally included in results. This is a shortcoming not
only because of publication bias, but also because many of the
most relevant findings exist in a grey literature form, for
example as conference abstracts (Appendix 4, Supplementary
Table 4). Second, the range of languages spoken in the review
team only allowed for screening and inclusion of studies in
English, French or Spanish (and only English articles were
ultimately included). This meant that a fairly large number of
seemingly relevant studies—in German (13 studies), Japanese
(5), and Russian (4) in particular—were therefore excluded.
Third, while included studies were required to include at least
some POAG patients, the glaucoma group in some studies
involved participants with other forms of glaucoma (e.g.
normal-tension glaucoma, or secondary open-angle glaucoma,
such as pseudoexfoliative or pigmentary glaucoma). In these
studies, results were rarely disaggregated by exact glaucoma
type, thereby limiting how highly specific the review’s

findings are to POAG. A fourth limitation relates to using the
assessment criteria we chose (Kmet et al. [8]) for a hetero-
geneous research field. Most studies were appraised as being
of high methodological quality, with a mean of 0.91 (out of 1)
for quantitative studies and 0.83 for qualitative studies.
However, some studies scored 1 because they elegantly
replicated an existing questionnaire, such as the GQL-15 in a
different population; while another more novel, complex
study could score relatively low if it did not meet the precise
assessment criteria. In addition, the inclusion of a study from
1929 [9] presented a significant challenge for using a tool that
assesses quality according to modern scientific conventions,
with the result that that study was omitted for quality
assessment.

In spite of these limitations, in conclusion this review
provides clear evidence that lighting conditions may cause
frequent, although not always hugely problematic, difficulties
for the everyday visual function, QoL and daily activities of
people with glaucoma. The weight of the evidence suggests
these difficulties with lighting transitions and glare exceed
those experienced by healthy older adults more generally, and
that the problems become worse as glaucoma severity
increases. Nonetheless, tests of dark adaptation or ques-
tionnaires do not themselves allow for clear discrimination
between people with glaucoma and visually healthy controls.
Using naturalistic performance-based measures to assess
activities of daily living under different lighting levels is
becoming more feasible as a valuable area for further
research. Similarly, research focussed on low-vision aids and
rehabilitation also emerges as a clear priority for future
research, given both the lack of studies identified on this
theme and the clear evidence that the majority of glaucoma
patients’ home lighting is inadequate. Clinicians should be
aware of the impacts of illumination on glaucoma patients and
how visual function as measured in the clinic may not reflect
their real-world visual performance, especially at night or
under scotopic conditions.

Summary

What was known before

● Glaucoma is a progressive optic neuropathy which may
have few symptoms in its early stages.

● Some evidence points to difficulties people with
glaucoma may experience in extremes of lighting (e.g.
very bright or very dark conditions) or when transition-
ing between different luminance levels (e.g. light or dark
adaptation).

● Dark adaptation and glare are common concerns in
patient-reported outcome measures of vision-related
quality of life in glaucoma.
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What this study adds

● This systematic review, including 56 studies, is the first
to focus on the impacts of lighting and luminance
conditions on people with glaucoma.

● Issues with lighting, especially lighting extremes or
transitions, are highly prevalent in glaucoma and
become worse with increasing visual field loss. However
lighting concerns do not feature among glaucoma
patients’ most bothersome concerns.

● Psychophysical studies suggest glaucoma negatively
affects low-luminance contrast sensitivity, glare symp-
toms, and dark adaptation time and extent. However,
performance-based studies seldom show significant
differences between individuals with glaucoma and
age-matched controls on tasks simulating daily activities
under non-optimal lighting conditions.
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